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I. Tick the correct answer:- 

 

1. Into how many generation are computer classified? 

a. Four 

b. Five 

c. Six 

 

2. To which generation does the ENIAC belong to 

a. First 

b.  Second 

c. Third 

 

3. Which key combination is pressed to select all files and folders at 

once? 

a. CTRL + S 

b. CTRL + F 

c. CTRL + A 

 

4. Which of the following was mainly developed for accounting 

purpose? 

a. Difference engine 

b. Pascaline calculator 

c. Napier’s bone 

 

5. The hard copy of a document is called its  

a. Printout 

b. Watermark 

c. Header 

 

6. Which option of format tab is used to change the colour of wordart 

a. Shape fill 

b. Shape styles 

c. Outline 



 

II. Write the full form of:- 

 

1. ENIAC 

2. UNIVAC 

3. IGS 

4. VLSI 

5. AI 

6. ARIV 

7. HS 

8. RDF 

 

III. Write true or false:- 

 

1. The analytical engine consist of only two units input and mil  

2. Mini computers are more expensive then supercomputers 

3. Windows 7 has a  new start buttons and start menu 

4. Hanging indent is used to set left indent 

5. Line spacing option is present in the home tab 

6. Fifth generation computers used transistors  

7. Sticky notes features minimizes all the open windows  

8. The page break option appears in this tab page layout tab 

9. 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 are different paragraph spacing options 

10. Text cannot be cropped once inserted in a word file 

 

IV. Match the following:- 

 

1. Prithvi    minicomputer 

2. CTRL     supercomputer 

3. PDP- II    mainframe computer 

4. F2      to paste a copied file 

5. IBMZ    series to rename a selected file  

 

V. Fill in the blanks:- 

 

1. _____________ indent sets the starting point of all lines of a 

paragraph 



2. _____________ is the blank white space left on all four sides of a 

printed page. 

3. The default margin setting for all four side of a page is 

_____________ 

4. In ________________ orientation setting the document is printed 

horizontally. 

5. To make the text  began from a new column intent____________ 

 

VI. Tick (√) the features of windows 7:- 

 

1. Show desktop button 

2. Tiles 

3. Jump lists 

4. File menu 

5. Android 

 

VII. Answer the following question:- 

 

1. Write a short note on the history of calculating devices? 

2. Write two example and use of super computer? 

3. What do you understand by page margin? Name the page margins? 

4. What is the use of crop tool? 

5. What are characteristics of second generation computer? 

6. Differentiate between clipart and picture option available on insert 

tab? 

7. How can you insert text into a shape explain? 

8. What do you understand by a file and folder? 

 

 

VIII. Draw a neat computer and its parts :- 

 
 


